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Song Hanyu only felt a thunder in his mind!
She looked at Wiliam in amazement, her eyes suddenly becoming sharp.
Many people know about her injury in the golden jade volley!
But this is Yuntian Auction House, and not many people know it!
What’s more terrifying is that even the people in Jinyu Volley only knew that she was injured, but they
didn’t know what kind of injury she suffered.
Just now, Wiliam pointed out the source of her injury!
There is a foreign body in the blood!
How is Song Hanyu not shocked!
“Aunt Song don’t need to look at me like this, I’m not malicious.” Wiliam smiled.
Song Hanyu knew that his eyes were too sharp just now, and said apologetically: “I’m sorry, Aunt Song
is very curious now, how did you see it?”
Wiliam smiled and said, “From the moment I saw you, there is a faint sallow in your pale complexion.
And this sallow is one of the symptoms of blocked blood. And you are the master of the sect. It is Liu
Yuntian’s lover again. If ordinary blood clots are resolved, it will not be a problem. But depending on
your sallow deposits for a long time, it should be several years. If this is not cured, it can only be
something in the blood. Things are forcibly blocking, and even you are helpless.”
Song Hanyu’s eyes on Wiliam completely changed.
She knows how amazing the healer is.
One of the nine sects has a medical sect.
However, it was not magical to Wiliam’s level.
Just take a look, and add a bunch of messy reasoning, and you get an extremely accurate fact!
Song Hanyu also knew that to be able to do this, he must be extremely proficient in medicine.
But Wiliam is only in his twenties!
This is amazing!
“It seems that even Yuntian underestimates you.” Song Hanyu said with a smile.

“Do you mind if I close the door now and help you number one?” Wiliam said gently.
Song Hanyu reached out generously, “Please, Lu Xiao, genius doctor.”
Wiliam put his hand on Song Hanyu’s pulse and slowly closed his eyes.
A minute later, he released his hand, but frowned.
As he expected, a foreign body was planted in Song Hanyu’s blood.
But this foreign object completely subverted Wiliam’s cognition.
There were a few sharp things in Song Hanyu’s bloodline. These few things were like gates, forcibly
splitting Song Hanyu’s bloodline into several segments.
But it also left a slight gap to ensure the smooth flow of blood.
However, after such a barrier, Song Hanyu’s bloodline internal force could no longer run smoothly.
“Your realm will drop once and then again, now it’s a half-step innate peak.” Wiliamxian said.
“Ho ho, yes, in another year or two, it is estimated that even half a step of the congenital peak will be
lost.” Song Hanyu looked self-defeating.
“Tell me what you know.” Wiliam said.
“Those pieces of blood in my body are called 戾 shuihanjin, which can be said to be the hardest thing I
know. Years ago, I was conspired by people and planted with 戾 shuihanjin. These years, Yuntian has
also Take me to the sect of the healer, but it’s a pity that even they are helpless. I don’t know what the
little genius doctor has in your opinion?” Song Hanyu said what he knew.
When Wiliam heard this word, his heart tingled slightly.
He had seen this kind of thing in his grandfather’s “Impermanence Medical Classics”.
It is indestructible, a very terrifying metal.
“Sorry, I don’t have a solution for the time being. As for the method of burning jade and stone, you
definitely don’t want it.” Wiliam said lightly in response to Song Hanyu’s eyes.
Just now, he tried to use Long Live Demon Lotus to attack, but he immediately denied himself.
The cold water and cold gold can’t penetrate through the hardness of the current long live demon
lotus.
And if it is forced to puncture, it will cause great damage to Song Hanyu’s body.
The method he said to burn the jade and stone was to completely destroy her bloodline with external
force.
In this way, Jian Shui Han Jin can be excreted, but Song Hanyu’s cultivation is also abolished.

“Yeah. I still have to thank the little genius doctor. Now that we have finished reading it, let’s set off.”
Song Hanyu didn’t seem to have any expectations at all, after all, even the medical sect had no idea.
But her impression of Wiliam was much better.
“Let’s go to Jinyu Lingkong now, and I will tell you the arrangements for this time on the way.” Song
Hanyu stood up and said as he walked.
Soon, Wiliam understood the personnel who went to the battlefield of blood and tears this time.
The team was led by a deputy keeper named Chen Zhongyan.
This Chen Zhongyan was Song Hanyu’s most loyal old subordinate many years ago.
However, after Song Hanyu abdicated and let Xian Xian, Chen Zhongyan’s face changed completely.
Speaking of Chen Zhongyan, Song Hanyu was stunned, but she disappeared immediately.
Chen Zhongyan led the team, including Song Hanyu and Wiliam, a total of ten people.
The other seven people are all Chen Zhongyan’s minions.
Chen Zhongyan seemed to complain about Liu Yuntian forcing two people in.
So Song Hanyu said to Wiliam on the way, don’t provoke Chen Zhongyan.
Just walk silently all the way.
Wiliam nodded, “If people don’t offend me, I won’t offend people.”
Song Hanyu smiled helplessly, she seemed to know that Wiliam had this kind of personality.
It’s just that people with waste of blood have such a personality, which is really not beautiful.
The two soon came to the sect of Jinyu volley, and several people were waiting there as soon as they
entered the gate.
An old man with a slight white hair in a bun sat in the chair of the grand master, closing his eyes and
eyes.
When other people saw Song Hanyu coming, they frowned, “Hall Master Song, Sect Master Chen has
been waiting for a long time, do you want to explain?”
Song Hanyu felt sour in his heart.
Before, how could these people dare to speak to her like this?
Which is not flattering and laughing?
However, she immediately cleared up her mood, and said, neither humble nor arrogant: “I’m going to
pick up Wiliam, and I will introduce you to him. This is Wiliam.”

Chen Zhongyan didn’t open his eyes from beginning to end, obviously he didn’t put Song Hanyu in his
eyes.
The people present were either the hall master or the deputy hall master, and they were not shocked
by Song Hanyu.
Even because they bowed their knees to Song Hanyu earlier, and now the situation has changed, they
have a sense of revenge for returning all the humbleness they had earlier.
These people looked at Wiliam with weird expressions, “Is this someone who was born with waste and
blood that has been raged a few days ago? What? The people who were driven out of the house by the
fragrant flower and blood, and now they are transferred to our golden jade volley?”
“When we Jinyu volleyed to collect garbage? Liu Yuntian seemed to be dizzy.”
“This kind of person goes to the battlefield of blood and tears with us? It’s almost to death!”
“Enough of you, Wiliam was invited by Master Liu, and he didn’t join Jinyu Lingkong.” Song Hanyu
interrupted these people’s discussion unceremoniously.
At this time, Chen Zhongyan finally opened his eyes.
His eyes fell on Wiliam, with endless arrogance and loftyness.
“Boy, although I don’t know what method you used to get Liu Yuntian to agree to let you participate in
this operation, but I only ask you one sentence, why are you worthy to go to the battlefield of blood
and tears with us?”

